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Overview: TM Referral & Recruit Bonus 

It’s a fact—Team Members who were referred tend to perform better and stay with us longer!  All hourly TMs are eligible 

to receive a bonus if their referral is hired.  Now, in addition to referring friends, TMs can get a bonus for “recruiting” 

someone they don’t know personally (but have engaged with or might have observed them providing great service in 

their current job). 

This job aid contains an overview of the TM referral bonus, the new “recruit” bonus, how to manage a payout and FAQs.  If 

you need help or have a question that isn’t covered here, please email HourlyHiring@chilis.com and you’ll receive a 

response shortly (usually within 48 hours). 

REFERRAL vs. RECRUIT – What’s the difference? 

In addition to the existing TM referral bonus program, current TMs can also receive a bonus payout for recruiting future 

TMs—here’s how referrals and recruits are different:  

 Referral 

o Current TMs will receive a bonus when they refer someone they know personally and the person is hired.  A 

referral is someone the TM can vouch for being a good fit for the team.  The referral bonus gives the referring 

(current) TM two payouts—the first one is paid when their referral is hired and has worked their first shift, and the 

second payout occurs when the referred TM reaches their 90-day milestone. 

 Recruit 

o Current TMs will receive a recruiting bonus when they give someone their TM Recruit Card, the candidate 

brings the card to the interview, and is hired.  Like the referral bonus, the recruiting bonus gives the current TM 

two payouts—one when the recruited TM is hired and another when the new TM reaches their 90-day milestone.  

INITIATING A PAYOUT – Managers now have direct control of all referral/recruit bonus payouts.  

In response to Manager feedback and requests, the referral process has been removed from Taleo.  Now, Managers will 

use a form within Self-Service Portal to initiate all referral/recruit bonus payouts.  See the next page of this guide for how 

to access and complete the form. 

If a TM has a referral, they simply need to inform their Manager.  Then, if the referral is hired, the Manager will submit a 

referral bonus payout after the new TM has worked their first shift.   

What about recruits?  Candidates who were recruited by a TM, should have received a “TM Recruit Card” with the TM’s 

name and TM ID written on the back.  If the candidate is hired, the Manager will submit a recruit bonus payout after the 

new TM has worked their first shift. 

IMPORTANT:  Managers only need to submit a request for the first payout.  Once the referred/recruited TM reaches their 

90-day milestone, the additional “90-Day” payout will be issued automatically to the referring TM without 

any additional action required from the Manager. 

Payout Amounts & Milestones – How much and when? 

Here’s a breakdown of the bonus payout amounts and timing: 

 

Payouts are issued on the 2nd Friday of the month after the hire date and 90-Day milestone and will be billed to the 

restaurant P&L under ‘Employee Incentives’. 
 

Need help?  Email HourlyHiring@chilis.com and you’ll receive a response shortly (usually within 48 hours). 
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